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Armenians in the Service of the Ottoman Empire 2018-05-01 first published in 1977 although hundreds of books have been published on the armenian question
and massacres very little is known about their services in the cultural economic and administrative life and development of the ottoman empire this study is an
investigation into the contribution by armenians to ottoman public life from 1860 when the armenian community in turkey was given a new legislative constitution on
the basis of tanzimat reforms until 1908 when the young turks seized power and there followed a bitterly fanatic policy of intolerance which had tragic consequences
for both the armenians and the turks the author has concentrated his investigations on the eastern provinces of anatolia which earlier formed the western part of
historic armenia and which in the diplomatic language of the nineteenth century were referred to as provinces inhabited by armenians to these he has added the
provinces of syria close to the neighbouring armenian kingdom of cilicia and where especially in and around aleppo old armenian communities had settled both in
anatolia and syria the armenians were employed in various administrative judicial economic and secretarial fields and to a lesser extent in technical affairs agriculture
education and public health the author shows how this contribution was made in spite of the fact that for the armenians these were years of transition from their
established status as a favoured christian millet to the tragic insecurity of a hunted people
The treatment of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire 2023-07-10 the treatment of armenians in the ottoman empire by various authors published by good press
good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered
gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e
readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format
A Question of Genocide 2011-02-23 one hundred years after the deportations and mass murder of armenians greeks assyrians and other peoples in the final years of
the ottoman empire the history of the armenian genocide is a victim of historical distortion state sponsored falsification and deep divisions between armenians and
turks working together for the first time turkish armenian and other scholars present here a compelling reconstruction of what happened and why this volume gathers
the most up to date scholarship on armenian genocide looking at how the event has been written about in western and turkish historiographies what was happening on
the eve of the catastrophe portraits of the perpetrators detailed accounts of the massacres how the event has been perceived in both local and international contexts
including world war i and reflections on the broader implications of what happened then the result is a comprehensive work that moves beyond nationalist master
narratives and offers a more complete understanding of this tragic event
The Ottoman Armenians 1987 first published in 1993 this book is about the armenians but it is also about the diplomats missionaries and politicians whose interests
and involvement helped to create the armenian question in the last quarter of the nineteenth century it is also about public opinion and particularly the religious and
racial biases that were usually carried into any discussion of ottoman affairs
Imperialism, Evangelism and the Ottoman Armenians, 1878-1896 2013-10-31 covering the period from 1878 1915 ottomans and armenians is a military history
of the ottoman army and the counterinsurgency campaigns it waged in the last days of the ottoman empire although ottomans were among the most active
practitioners of counterinsurgency campaigning in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in the vast literature available on counterinsurgency in the early
twenty first century there is very little scholarly analysis of how ottomans reacted to insurgency and then went about counterinsurgency this book presents the thesis
that the ottoman government developed an evolving 35 year empire wide array of counterinsurgency practices that varied in scope and execution depending on the
strategic importance of the affected provinces
Ottomans and Armenians 2013-11-12 a geographic and demographic gazetteer showing the demographic profile of armenians in the ottoman empire
Armenians in Ottoman Turkey, 1914 2018 avoiding the sterile was it genocide or not debate this book will open a new chapter in this contentious controversy and may



help achieve a long overdue reconciliation of armenians and turks
The Armenian Massacres in Ottoman Turkey 2005-11-30 translated from french this book is an account of ottoman armenian magnates of the 18th and 19th centuries
called amiras who ran the treasury mint and armaments factories built palaces and public buildings and operated other monopolies they had good relations with
ottoman sultans and administrators and played an important role in the development of the ottoman armenian millet some of these amiras also dominated egypt as it
broke away from the ottoman empire pascal carmont 1928 2011 was a french diplomat of armenian origin and a descendant of the amiras of constantinople his
publication les amiras seigneurs de l armenie ottomane was originally published by editions salvator paris in 1999
The Amiras 2012 a turkÕs discovery that armenians once thrived in his hometown leads to a groundbreaking investigation into the local dynamics of genocide mit
kurt born and raised in gaziantep turkey was astonished to learn that his hometown once had a large and active armenian community the armenian presence in aintab
the cityÕs name during the ottoman period had not only been destroyedÑit had been replaced to every appearance gaziantep was a typical turkish city kurt digs into
the details of the armenian dispossession that produced the homogeneously turkish city in which he grew up in particular he examines the population that gained from
ethnic cleansing records of land confiscation and population transfer demonstrate just how much new wealth became available when the prosperous armeniansÑwho
were active in manufacturing agricultural production and tradeÑwere ejected although the official rationale for the removal of the armenians was that the group posed
a threat of rebellion kurt shows that the prospect of material gain was a key motivator of support for the armenian genocide among the local muslim gentry and the
turkish public those who benefited mostÑprovincial elites wealthy landowners state officials and merchants who accumulated armenian capitalÑin turn financed the
nationalist movement that brought the modern turkish republic into being the economic elite of aintab was thus reconstituted along both ethnic and political lines the
armenians of aintab draws on primary sources from armenian ottoman turkish british and french archives as well as memoirs personal papers oral accounts and newly
discovered property liquidation records together they provide an invaluable account of genocide at ground level
The Armenians of Aintab 2021-04-13 the armenian contribution to ottoman photography in the last decades of the empire has been well documented studios founded
and run by armenian ottomans in istanbul contributed to the exciting cultural flourishing of ottoman modernity before its dissolution after world war i less known
however are the pioneering studios from the east in the empire s armenian heartlands whose photographic output reflected and became a major form of documenting
the momentous events and changes of the period from war and revolution to persecution migration and ultimately genocide this book examines photographic activity
in three armenian cities on the armenian plateau erzurum kharpert and van it explores how indigenous photography was rooted in the seismic social political and
cultural shifts that shaped armenian lives during the ottoman empire s last four decades arguing that photographic practice was marked by the era s central
movements it shows how photography was bound up in armenian educational endeavours mass migration and revolutionary activity photography responded to and
became the instrument of these phenomena so much so that it can be shown that they were responsible for the very spread of the medium through the armenian
communities of the ottoman east and the rapid increase in photographic studios contributing to growing interest in ottoman and middle eastern photographic history
the book also offers a valuable perspective on the history of armenians in the ottoman empire
Picturing the Ottoman Armenian World 2022 the armenian contribution to ottoman photography in the last decades of the empire has been well documented
studios founded and run by armenian ottomans in istanbul contributed to the exciting cultural flourishing of ottoman modernity before its dissolution after world war i
less known however are the pioneering studios from the east in the empire s armenian heartlands whose photographic output reflected and became a major form of
documenting the momentous events and changes of the period from war and revolution to persecution migration and ultimately genocide this book examines
photographic activity in three armenian cities on the armenian plateau erzurum kharpert and van it explores how indigenous photography was rooted in the seismic



social political and cultural shifts that shaped armenian lives during the ottoman empire s last four decades arguing that photographic practice was marked by the era
s central movements it shows how photography was bound up in armenian educational endeavours mass migration and revolutionary activity photography responded
to and became the instrument of these phenomena so much so that it can be shown that they were responsible for the very spread of the medium through the
armenian communities of the ottoman east and the rapid increase in photographic studios contributing to growing interest in ottoman and middle eastern
photographic history the book also offers a valuable perspective on the history of armenians in the ottoman empire
Imperialism, Racism, and Development Theories 1997 the ottoman east what is also called western armenia northern kurdistan or eastern anatolia compared to other
peripheries of the ottoman empire has received very little attention in ottoman historiography so called taboo subjects such as the fate of ottoman armenians and the
kurdish question during the latter years of the ottoman empire have contributed to this dearth of analysis by integrating the armenian and kurdish elements into the
study of the ottoman empire this book seeks to emphasise the interaction of different ethno religious groups as an area where ottoman centralization faced
unsurpassable challenges the ottoman east offers an ideal opportunity to examine an alternative social and political model for imperial governance and the means by
which provincial rule interacted with the ottoman centre discussing vital issues across this geographical area such as trade routes regional economic trends migration
patterns and the molding of local and national identities this book offers a unique and fresh approach to the history and politics of modernization and empire in the
wider region
Picturing the Ottoman Armenian World 2022-06-30 intended to introduce the reader to a balanced and realistic view of the turco armenian relations both in the
period of 1915 1923 and in the centuries that preceded it
The Ottoman East in the Nineteenth Century 2016-06-10 in the early part of the twentieth century as europe began its descent into the first world war the ottoman
world once the largest empire in the middle east began to experience a revolution which would culminate in the new secular turkish state alongside this in 1915 as
part of an increasing nationalism it enacted a genocide against its armenian citizens in this new study hans lukas kieser marshals a dazzling array of scholars to re
evaluate the approach and legacy of the young turks whose eradication of the armenians from asia minor would have far reaching consequences kieser argues that
genocide led to today s crisis ridden middle east and set in place a rigid state system whose effects are still felt in turkey today featuring new and groundbreaking
work on the role of bureaucracy the actors outside of istanbul and re centreing armenian agency in the genocide the end of the ottomans is a vital new study of the
ottoman world the armenian genocide and of the middle east
The Armenians in the Late Ottoman Period 2001 this book provides a comprehensive picture of armeno turkish relations for the brief period of ottoman constitutional
rule between 1908 and 1914 kaligian integrates internal documents of the armenian revolutionary federation and existing research on the last years of the empire as
well as the archives of the british american and german diplomatic corps by reducing the overemphasis on central government policies and by describing unofficial
contacts political relations and provincial administration and conditions kaligian provides a unified account of this key period in ottoman history kaligian sets out to
resolve many of the conflicting conclusions in the current historiography including the most central issue the armenian revolutionary federation relations with the
turkish committee of union and progress it is impossible to obtain a true picture of armeno turkish relations without an accurate analysis of their two leading parties
this study finds that the arf was torn between maintaining relations with a cup that had failed to implement promised reforms and was doing little to prevent
increasing attacks on the armenian population or break off relations thus ending any realistic chance for the constitutional system to succeed the party continued to
stake its reputation and resources on the success of constitutional government even after the trauma of the 1909 adana massacres the decisive issue was the failure of
land reform this book sets the record straight in terms of understanding armeno turkish relations during this short but pivotal period kaligian s study the first of its



kind shows that the party s internal deliberations support the conclusion that it did remain loyal and contradicts the view that the party s only aim was to incite a
rebellion against ottoman rule the author has done an excellent job of leading the reader through this rich history using primary source information to bridge the gaps
from theory to analysis to evidence
Politics and Demography 1991 an unprecedented look at secret documents showing the deliberate nature of the armenian genocide introducing new evidence from
more than 600 secret ottoman documents this book demonstrates in unprecedented detail that the armenian genocide and the expulsion of greeks from the late
ottoman empire resulted from an official effort to rid the empire of its christian subjects presenting these previously inaccessible documents along with expert context
and analysis taner akçam s most authoritative work to date goes deep inside the bureaucratic machinery of ottoman turkey to show how a dying empire embraced
genocide and ethnic cleansing although the deportation and killing of armenians was internationally condemned in 1915 as a crime against humanity and civilization
the ottoman government initiated a policy of denial that is still maintained by the turkish republic the case for turkey s official history rests on documents from the
ottoman imperial archives to which access has been heavily restricted until recently it is this very source that akçam now uses to overturn the official narrative the
documents presented here attest to a late ottoman policy of turkification the goal of which was no less than the radical demographic transformation of anatolia to that
end about one third of anatolia s 15 million people were displaced deported expelled or massacred destroying the ethno religious diversity of an ancient cultural
crossroads of east and west and paving the way for the turkish republic by uncovering the central roles played by demographic engineering and assimilation in the
armenian genocide this book will fundamentally change how this crime is understood and show that physical destruction is not the only aspect of the genocidal process
The End of the Ottomans 2019-04-25 the armenian genocide has lately attracted a lot of attention despite the turkish government s attempts at denial it has been
developed into a central obstacle to turkey s entry into the european union as such it attracts the highest political and public attention what is largely ignored in the
debate however is the fact that armenians were not the only victims of the young turk s genocidal population policies what is still largely forgotten is the murder
expulsion and deportation of other ethnic groups like assyrians greeks kurds and arabs by the young turks this not only increases the number of victims but also
changes the perspective on the foundation of modern turkey and as such on modern turkish history more generally the thematic issue of the jgr the republication of
which is proposed here is the first publication which addresses these wider issues it contributes not only to our understanding of the young turks population and
extermination policies in all its complexities and so helping to bring the forgotten victims stories back into genocide scholarship but to our understanding of modern
turkey more generally it is an indispensable tool for everybody interested in one of the great historical controversies of our time this book was published as a special
issue of the journal of genocide research
Armenian Organization and Ideology Under Ottoman Rule 2017-09-08 the ottoman empire enforced imperial rule through its management of diversity for
centuries non muslim religious institutions such as the armenian church were charged with guaranteeing their flocks loyalty to the sultan rather than being passive
subjects armenian elites both the clergy and laity strategically wove the institutions of the armenian church and thus the armenian community itself into the fabric of
imperial society in so doing armenian elites became powerful brokers between factions in ottoman politics until the politics of nineteenth century reform changed
these relationships in brokers of faith brokers of empire richard e antaramian presents a revisionist account of ottoman reform relating the contention within the
armenian community to broader imperial politics reform afforded armenians the opportunity to recast themselves as partners of the state rather than as brokers
among factions and in the course of pursuing such programs they transformed the community s role in imperial society as the ottoman reform program changed how
religious difference could be employed in a muslim empire armenian clergymen found themselves enmeshed in high stakes political and social contests that would
have deadly consequences



Armenians and Kurds in the Late Ottoman Empire 2020 investigates the nature of the armenian question which erupted in the ottoman empire during the 19th
century evaluates the phenomena from the viewpoint of international relations concludes that the efforts of the ottoman both towards modernization and becoming a
nation proved to be useless in overcoming the counter cultural opposition in the armenians and in integrating them into the main social structure
The Young Turks' Crime Against Humanity 2013-08-04 explores the political and social life of the armenian community in the ottoman empire during the post war
period
The Story of 1915 2008 with the end of the first world war the centuries old social fabric of the ottoman world an entangled space of religious co existence
throughout the balkans and the middle east came to its definitive end in this new study hans lukas kieser argues that while the ottoman empire officially ended in 1922
when the turkish nationalists in ankara abolished the sultanate the essence of its imperial character was destroyed in 1915 when the young turk regime eradicated the
armenians from asia minor this book analyses the dynamics and processes that led to genocide and left behind today s crisis ridden post ottoman middle east going
beyond istanbul the book also studies three different but entangled late ottoman areas palestine the largely kurdo armenian eastern provinces and the aegean shores
all of which were confronted with new claims from national movements that questioned the ottoman state all would remain regions of conflict up to the present day
using new primary material world war i and the end of the ottoman world brings together analysis of the key forces which undermined an empire and marks an
important new contribution to the study of the ottoman world and the middle east
The Treatment of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire, 1915-16 1916 around 1915 the young turks viewed turkish armenians as dangerous conspirators so it endeavored
to force thousands of them from their homes they were massacred or marched to death when all was said and done between 600 000 and 1 500 000 armenians died
this informative book offers a historical backdrop on the events that transpired to result in the armenian genocide readers will learn about what happened during the
genocide and in its aftermath as well as get a closer look at how this period in armenian history is viewed from a modern day perspective
A History of the Armenian People 1993 after the armenian genocide of 1915 in which over a million armenians died thousands of armenians lived and worked in the
turkish state alongside those who had persecuted their communities living in the context of pervasive denial how did armenians remaining in turkey record their own
history here talin suciyan explores the life experienced by these armenian communities as turkey s modernisation project of the twentieth century gathered pace
suciyan achieves this through analysis of remarkable new primary material turkish state archives minutes of the armenian national assembly a kaleidoscopic series of
personal diaries memoirs and oral histories various armenian periodicals such as newspapers yearbooks and magazines as well as statutes and laws which led to the
continuing persecution of armenians the first history of its kind the armenians in modern turkey is a fresh contribution to the history of modern turkey and the
armenian experience there
Turks and Armenians 2015 yuhanna al armani has long been known by historians of coptic art as an eighteenth century armenian icon painter who lived and worked
in ottoman cairo here for the first time is an account of his life that looks beyond his artistic production to place him firmly in the social political and economic milieu in
which he moved and the confluence of interests that allowed him to flourish as a painter who was yuhanna al armani what was his network of relationships how does
this shed light on the contacts between cairo s coptic and armenian communities in the eighteenth century why was there so much demand for his work at that
particular time and how did a member of cairo s then relatively modest armenian community reach such heights of artistic and creative endeavor drawing on
eighteenth century deeds relating to al armani and other members of his social network recorded in the registers of the ottoman courts magdi guirguis offers a
fascinating glimpse into the ways of life of urban dwellers in eighteenth century cairo at a time when a civilian elite had reached a high level of prominence and wealth
illustrated with 28 full color reproductions of al armani s icons an armenian artist in ottoman egypt is a rich and compelling window on cairene social history that will



interest students and scholars of art history coptic studies or ottoman history
Late Ottoman Genocides 2013-09-13 the first genocide of the twentieth century remains unrecognized and unpunished turkey continues to deny the slaughter of over a
million ottoman armenians in 1915 and the following years what sets the armenian genocide apart from other mass atrocities is that the country responsible has never
officially acknowledged its actions and no individual has ever been brought to justice in turkey and the armenian ghost a translation of the award winning la turquie et
le fantôme arménien laure marchand and guillaume perrier visit historic sites and interview politicians elderly survivors descendants authors and activists in a quest
for the hidden truth taking the reader into remote mountain regions tiny hamlets and the homes of traumatized victims of a deadly persecution that continues to this
day they reveal little known aspects of the history and culture of a people who have been rendered invisible in their ancient homeland seeking to illuminate complex
issues of blame and responsibility guilt and innocence the authors discuss the roles played in this drama by the righteous turks the kurds the converts the rebels and
the leftovers of the sword they also describe the struggle to have the genocide officially recognized in turkey france and the united states arguing that this giant cover
up has had consequences for turks as well as for armenians the authors point to a society sickened by a century of denial the face of turkey is gradually changing
however and a new generation of turks is beginning to understand what happened and to realize that the ghost of the armenian genocide must be recognized and laid
to rest
Brokers of Faith, Brokers of Empire 2020-06-02 a landmark assessment of turkish culpability in the armenian genocide the first history of its kind by a turkish
historian in 1915 under the cover of a world war some one million armenians were killed through starvation forced marches forced exile and mass acts of slaughter
although armenians and world opinion have held the ottoman powers responsible turkey has consistently rejected any claim of intentional genocide now in a
pioneering work of excavation turkish historian taner akçam has made extensive and unprecedented use of ottoman and other sources to produce a scrupulous charge
sheet against the turkish authorities the first scholar of any nationality to have mined the significant evidence in turkish military and court records parliamentary
minutes letters and eyewitness accounts akçam follows the chain of events leading up to the killing and then reconstructs its systematic orchestration by coordinated
departments of the ottoman state the ruling political parties and the military he also probes the crucial question of how turkey succeeded in evading responsibility
pointing to competing international interests in the region the priorities of turkish nationalists and the international community s inadequate attempts to bring the
perpetrators to justice as turkey lobbies to enter the european union akçam s work becomes ever more important and relevant beyond its timeliness a shameful act is
sure to take its lasting place as a classic and necessary work on the subject
The Armenian Question, 1914-1923 1988 the great game of genocide addresses the origins development and aftermath of the armenian genocide in a wide ranging
reappraisal based on primary and secondary sources from all the major parties involved rejecting the determinism of many influential studies and discarding polemics
on all sides it founds its interpretation of the genocide in the interaction between the ottoman empire in its decades of terminal decline the self interested policies of
the european imperial powers and the agenda of some armenian nationalists in and beyond ottoman territory particular attention is paid to the international context of
the process of ethnic polarization that culminated in the massive destruction of 1912 23 and especially the obliteration of the armenian community in 1915 16 the
opening chapters of the book examine the relationship between the great power politics of the eastern question from 1774 the narrower politics of the armenian
question from the mid nineteenth century and the internal ottoman questions of reforming the complex social and ethnic order under intense external pressure later
chapters include detailed case studies of the role of imperial germany during the first world war reaching conclusions markedly different to the prevailing orthodoxy of
german complicity in the genocide the wartime entente and then the uncomfortable postwar anglo french axis and american political interest in the middle east in the
interwar period which led to a policy of refusing to recognize the genocide the book concludes by explaining the ongoing international denial of the genocide as an



extension of the historical armenian question with many of the same considerations governing modern european american turkish interaction as existed prior to the
first world war
The Turco-Armenian Question 1919 dokumentation for massakrerne på den armenske befolkning i tyrkiet i 1915 1917
The Armenians and the Fall of the Ottoman Empire 2022-12-31
Armenians in Ottoman Documents, 1915-1920 1995
World War I and the End of the Ottomans 2015-09-28
Genocide in Armenia 2016-07-15
The Armenians in Modern Turkey 2015-10-28
Ottoman Armenians 2014
An Armenian Artist in Ottoman Egypt 2008
Turkey and the Armenian Ghost 2015-04-01
British Documents on Ottoman Armenians: 1891-1895 1982
A Shameful Act 2007-08-21
The Great Game of Genocide 2005-04-28
The Armenians, from Genocide to Resistance 1983
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